Gene Ontology (GO) is the most widely accepted attempt to construct a unified and structured vocabulary for the description of genes and their products in any organism. Annotation by GO terms is performed in most of the current genome projects, which besides generality has the advantage of being very convenient for computer based classification methods. However, direct use of GO in small sequencing projects is not easy, especially for species not commonly represented in public databases. We present a software package (GOblet), which performs annotation based on GO terms for anonymous cDNA or protein sequences. It uses the species independent GO structure and vocabulary together with a series of protein databases collected from various sites, to perform a detailed GO annotation by sequence similarity searches. The sensitivity and the reference protein sets can be selected by the user. GOblet runs automatically and is available as a public service on our web server. The paper also addresses the reliability of automated GO annotations by using a reference set of more than 6000 human proteins. The GOblet server is accessible at
INTRODUCTION
The last 5 years have seen the completed sequences of several eukaryotic genomes with the human (1,2) and mouse (3) genome as the most prominent examples. Comparative analysis between various species [e.g. yeast and Caenorhabditis elegans (4) or human and mouse (5) ] has shown an extensive number of orthologous genes with highly conserved function. As an example, the present annotation of human and mouse genes by ENSEMBL (http://www.ensembl.org) shows a clear synteny relationship for almost all genes in both species, and even more distant species like yeast and C.elegans, separated by >200 myr of evolution, display a remarkable percentage of orthologous genes on the order of 20-40% (4) . Orthology in its original definition means the direct relationship between genes in different species by their descent from a common ancestor and is usually detected by sequence similarity. While sequence similarity search tools (6) (7) (8) (9) are well established and can be run in highly automated fashion, functional annotations cannot easily be compared or exchanged between species, since this requires a universal terminology. The Gene Ontology (GO) consortium, since its start a few years ago, has focussed on the development of a structured and universal vocabulary describing the molecular function, biological process and cellular location of gene products (10) . Currently GO contains 9000 terms in total. GO itself provides the species independent vocabulary and hierarchy of terms and several groups have used the vocabulary for annotating various genomes and protein sets (11) (12) (13) (14) . A comprehensive overview with links to respective addresses can be found at http://www.geneontology.org. There one can also access extensive documentation about data formats and quality codes, which specify how the annotation by GO terms was actually achieved. The hierarchy of GO terms can be regarded as a complex tree structure, with the exception that one GO term can have multiple parent terms. Since the complex hierarchy is difficult to survey several GO browsers have been constructed, e.g. AmiGO, QuickGO etc. (see references at the GO web site), which offer tools for text searching within the GO vocabulary and associated datasets and for graphical display of the hierarchy of target terms. However, to our knowledge direct sequence annotation based on GO terms is not supported by any of the GO related sites. Here we present a public web service (GOblet) which allows annotation of anonymous sequence (cDNA, protein) data based on similarity searches versus a collection of specially designed protein databases.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE ANNOTATION SYSTEM
The way we designed our GO annotation system was mainly inspired by personal experience with the use of GO terms for annotation of in-house EST projects for model organisms like amphioxus or sea urchin. A common problem in these projects is how to compare large transcript libraries represented by ESTs (e.g. from different embryonic stages or different species) with respect to global functional classes like transcription regulation, energy metabolism, in order to find fundamental differences. The authors wish it to be known that, in their opinion, the first two authors should be regarded as joint First Authors.
Typically in cases where no GO annotation is available it is imported by sequence similarity searches against data sets with existing links to GO terms. This procedure generates a wealth of information of high specificity, which is not always convenient for a more general classification. Here the well defined hierarchical structure of GO is an excellent resource, since all parent terms for a specific GO-Id can be traced up to the more general ontology classes like binding, enzyme, transcription regulation, cell communication, which are more suitable for a survey annotation of large data sets like whole cDNA libraries or complete genomes (1,4,15 ). An optimal automated annotation system should therefore use a broad data set of protein and gene sequences connected with GO terms and it must contain parsers, which allow effective screening of the GO hierarchy up to any level of specificity.
While the vast majority of data sets published on the GO web site has evidence code IEA (inferred from electronic annotation), which normally means that the annotation was based on sequence similarity searches without inspection by a curator, there is also a significant amount with more confident evidence codes (indicating that annotation was controlled by a curator). Especially the Gene Ontology annotations (GOA) for yeast (11) , C.elegans (16), Drosophila (17), mouse (18) and the human GOA (www.ebi.ac. uk/GOA/) maintained by the EBI have a large number of high-confidence evidence codes. The largest GOA set (as of February 2003) covers 566 342 protein IDs from SWISS-PROT (19) and TrEMBL from almost 50 000 taxa and is also provided by the EBI, but here the majority of entries only has evidence code IEA. We imported all these data sets into local protein databases (1 per GOA set), which contain the respective GO terms, and made them accessible by a local BLAST (6,7) server. Similarity searches can now be performed with any level of sensitivity, with DNA or protein sequences as query. The protein databases are regularly updated and build the core of the annotation system. Once a BLAST run is finished the relevant GO terms are extracted from the BLAST output files together with the functional description of the respective database proteins (Fig. 1A) .
The complete gene ontology (i.e. the hierarchy of GO identifiers and their description) is available in various formats from the GO consortium (www.geneontology.org). Since we wanted to set up a fully integrated local analysis system we developed a GO parser, which maps the GO hierarchy onto a set of linearised trees, with terms and nodes connected by hash tables, so that any partial hierarchy (starting backwards from a single GO-Id) can be easily reconstructed. For each query sequence the complete set of relevant GO-Ids (obtained from the BLAST output) is used then for construction of a summary tree (Fig. 1B) , that lists all the single proteins leading to a specific leaf of the tree. Furthermore, the total counts per GOId are given, which allows easy identification of the most significant GO terms.
All the procedures described above are combined in a package of perl scripts. The web server handles the queries via Perl-CGI modules.
USING THE GOblet SYSTEM
Our web server is publicly accessible under http://goblet. molgen.mpg.de. On the front page the available protein databases are listed and described. All of them were constructed by using the GOA information made available by the GO consortium: protein identifiers were used to download the respective protein sequences from their source databases (SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL, ENSEMBL, Flybase, Wormbase, SGD) and the sequences were connected with the respective GO identifiers.
The input of the query sequence is simply performed by cut and paste, then the user has to specify the type of query (DNA or protein), the target database from a popup menu and the threshold (cut-off e-value). Once the job has started a unique URL is created on the fly, which can be bookmarked to find the results later on. Although at the moment we allow only one query sequence per search during a session many searches can be started and will be accessible by their unique URL. Currently result files are stored for at least 1 week on our system.
At the top of the main result page the query sequence is displayed again (which is useful if a user has started several jobs) and the hits are tabulated sorted by significance. In addition, the description of the target protein as given by the respective source database and the species is shown, and there are links to the original BLAST output file as well as to source documents in SWISS-PROT, FlyBase, ENSEMBL, etc. For each hit the complete list of GO-Ids associated with it is shown as well and links to the QuickGO browser at the EBI are provided. Figure 1A gives an excerpt of a GOblet run with an amphioxus (Branchiostoma floridae) mRNA for the CASP-6 gene, which is an apoptosis-related cysteine protease (at least in Homo sapiens and higher vertebrates). Several homologs in other species were found, which indicates the high degree of conservation.
At the bottom of the result page a summary tree is drawn constructed from all distinct GO terms as they were imported from the matching proteins. To save space the tree displayed in Figure 1B is truncated. The advantage of our summary presentation is that the most significant branches are easily detected and the contributing proteins are listed as well, so that any single piece of information can easily be inspected.
TESTING THE VALIDITY OF GO-BASED ANNOTATIONS
Although orthology between genes from different species is frequently detected a central question is, how far GO terms derived for a specific organism [e.g. Drosophila (17), C.elegans (16)] can be used for annotating distant species like amphioxus (a project we are actually working on) or H.sapiens. Although a detailed inspection of the correlation between sequence similarity and protein function is beyond the scope of this article at least a rough estimate can be tried for protein sets with existing GO-based annotations. We made explicit use of the evidence codes (attached to all data sets published by the GO consortium) by using a reference set of 6544 human proteins in SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL, where the GO annotation was checked and verified by a curator, as reflected by the evidence code TAS (traceable author statement). The reference set was then annotated alternatively by running sequence similarity searches (BLAST, e-value <e-20) against (a) GOA sets of mammalian proteins, with all human proteins excluded; and (b) non-mammalian (mainly invertebrate) proteins, so that finally the reference GO annotation could be compared to two independent GO annotations. The aim of our analysis was to get a global picture as to what extent annotations from one set are reproduced by other sets. In Figure 2 the results for two branches of the class 'biological process' are depicted. There are pronounced differences in some cases (e.g. 'cell-cell signaling' and 'cell proliferation') but the shape of the distributions is quite similar in all three sets. Qualitatively the same results are found in all major branches of the GO hierarchy. We therefore conclude that GO-based annotation of sequence data in the majority of cases will give the correct result. Nevertheless, the pure electronic annotations as done by our GOblet system have to be taken as tentative, but can inspire interpretation of experimental results as, for example, gene expression studies, in situ hybridisations, proteinprotein interactions.
